
AGALL Coach Pitch Coaching Tips and Goals 
 

1. Similar to tee ball, coach pitch aged kids don’t have the attention span for long 
practices or long speeches. They respond better to “steps” of three or less rather 
than long explanations on form and mechanics.  

2. Many of the concepts in this sheet are the same as tee ball but there are several 
new concepts mixed in.  

3. Keep practices to less than 1.5 hours.    
4. Plan short drills with many repetitions (i.e   5 swings 5 times, not 25 swings one 

time) in stations. 
5. Every child should be doing something at all times.  
6. End practice with a fun activity.  
7. When talking to players, kneel down so that you are eye level.  
8. Don’t display negative criticism, frustration, abuse or anger.  
9. Involve parents. Teach the parent what you are doing and why.  

 
Goals 

 
 Teach sportsmanship 
 Proper batting stance and approach at the plate with rotation 
 Proper use and position of the glove 
 Improve on throwing mechanics 
 Insert base running philosophies  
 Teach aggressiveness: Charging the ball and swinging hard. 
 Start adding more advanced concepts of the game of baseball 

o Cut offs in the outfield 
o Outfield angles to the ball 
o Build on force play vs tag play 
o Work with second base and SS positions working together 
o Increase movement and responsibilities without the ball 
o Balance 

 
Coach Pitching Uniqueness 

 
The next two years are the most challenging years for players AND COACHES. 
Coach pitch and the beginning of kid pitch. There can be anxiety of hitting a moving 
ball (or getting hit by one), kids will exhibit a HUGE range of maturity and 
developmental levels, and consistency is very hard to achieve. Here are some things 
to consider through the season: 

 DO NOT be afraid to end a game or practice early if kids are wiped. After an 
hour and a half they probably aren’t improving skills or learning anything 
anyway. If things are going good, stick it out. 

 Be careful not to pitch the balls too slow. A flat pitch that is along the hitting 
plane longer is easier to make contact with than a ball that falls across the 
hitting plane. It is sometimes like trying to hit a ball dropped from the sky. 
Practice the pitching at practices. Most kids will speed their bats up.  



 There is debate on pitching style; standing or kneeling. Generally, if you 
can pitch good straight strikes while on a knee, that is ideal.  But there is no 
sense being on a knee if you can’t throw from that position. At the end of the 
day, the kids will be hitting pitches from all angles, locations, speeds, etc. 
over the next couple years so its not a huge deal. But a release point that is 
more their eye level, especially standing so close, is encouraged.  

 Number of pitches is also a common debate. The league rules will establish 
general guidelines for the number of pitches. All coaches prefer seeing the 
players have success and sometimes that results in routinely throwing certain 
players several pitches over the recommended number. Try to balance the 
urge to see the player have success in hitting the ball with challenging the 
player to hit the ball. If a player knows he/she will stay at the plate until they 
hit the ball, they may be less focused on their swings. Plus, it kills attention 
in the field. There are tradeoffs with everything at this age. 

 
Keep it Fun 

 
We want kids to continue playing baseball. We do that by teaching the game, 
KEEPING THINGS MOVING, and making it fun and rewarding throughout the year. 
Some examples: 

 Create a team mascot or “rally” object for games and hang it on the fence or 
dugout. They love this.  

 End every practice with a fun game. (see games handout) 
 Join them in stretching or jogging exercises. 
 OPTION: Have game captains. Two is a good number. Designate the captains 

with a wristband or something. Establish the responsibilities for the captains, 
like consoling players that get upset, rooting for players, or keeping track of 
lineup. This teaches leadership. 

 Trophies- consider handing out end of the year baseballs instead of trophies. 
Write on the baseballs the team, the year, coaches name and a superlative for 
each player (Gold Glove, Silver Slugger, Hustler, Tough Guy, Young Gun, 
Hot corner, ect.). The kids love this, its more personal, and they’ll say 
something about it 5 years later. They won’t with a trophy.  

 
 
Throwing 
 
Safety- Teach the players during warm-ups that you do not throw a ball unless you 
see a target presented by the other player. Teach the receiving player to give the 
thrower a target (glove and open hand). Coach should have complete control over 
every warm-up throw during the first few practices if possible. Line kids up and don’t 
have them throw unless on your command. Commands are “Targets up or big targets” 
and proceed to throwing commands. You will be able to let the throwing be more 
independent as the season progresses.  
 



Throwing Form- Continue to build on tee ball throwing commands. The throwing 
form and commands may be taught as follows: 

 Use glove hand to point to throwing target (aim). 
 Teach three positions of the throwing arm. DOWN, BACK and THROUGH.  
 DOWN- Bring the ball down past the right thigh.  
 BACK – Ball facing away and reaching back away from the target forming a 

“L”  
 THROUGH – Throw ball and have throwing arm follow through to non 

throwing side knee.  
 Grip – their hands are growing, hopefully by now they can get the ball out of 

their palm a little and they can start throwing off their fingertips more.  
 While playing catch, especially in first few practices, players should throw 

based on coaches commands.  “Targets ready, throwers aim, DOWN, BACK 
and THROUGH”. Have the player’s chant it as well, tell them louder.  

 Add starter steps along the way if kids are ready. Starter step is performed by 
placing throwing side foot slightly in front and sideways. Then continue with 
the DOWN, BACK, and THROUGH while stepping forward with non 
throwing foot. This can be taught by chanting “CATCH THE BALL (player 
bangs the ball in their own glove), STARTERS STEP, DOWN, BACK, and 
THROUGH” 

 
 

Hitting 
 
Safety- Establish very early on that NO PLAYER swings a bat unless a coach tells 
them to and that no player holds a bat without a helmet. Teach dropping the bat.  
 
Hitting Form – The basic hitting form is the same as tee ball using steps as the focus. 
Concentrate on balance, feet, and hand position. In coach pitch, we should progress to 
the more advanced “stride and separation” and hip rotation described below. These 
tips are best reinforced on the tee in batting practice. The teaching points are as 
follows: 

 Steps for plate approach are “FEET, HANDS, KNEES” 
 First, “Measure Up”. Unlike measuring up to the tee, the player should align 

him/herself with the plate and in the batters box. Then continue to FHK: 
 FEET – Focus should be on the toes and heels being parallel and pointing 

straight to the plate.  
 HANDS – “Back on top” – back hand should be on top of front hand and 

touching on the handle of the bat (no gap between hands).  Ideally, knocking 
knuckles lined up. Hands should be back towards the catcher with elbows 
pointing to the ground at 45 degree angles.  

 KNEES – Knees should be slightly bent and “athletic”. Some kids respond to 
the saying “Get bouncy with your knees”. This will allow them to flex the 
knees and loosen up. 



 Kids will advance at their own pace. Some will automatically have the feel of 
being aligned, having hands correct, and being athletic with the knees bent. 
Work with these to move quickly to the steps below.  

 Once kids that are comfortable with this, we can eliminate the FHK chant and 
add the “stride-separate” and “heel-hips”. Most players should reach this point 
midway through the year. Again, use the tee for this. The “heel-hips” may not 
immediately transfer to live hitting but keep up with it.  

 Stride-Separate – Once comfortable in the batters box, player strides slightly 
with field side leg and pulls hands back to catcher (“separate”) 

 Heel-Hips – Player plants field side heel and rotates hip by “squashing the 
bug” with the ball of the back foot.  

 Hands – Player drives hands through the zone and hits ball 
 

 
Hitting Tips- Teach the players to swing hard. For some of them, they will try to 
“think” the bat to the ball. This results in a slow swing. Encourage them to swing 
hard.  Similarly, many players will tend to start with their hands close to the pitcher, 
almost in front of their belly button. They do this thinking they can get the bat to the 
ball quicker and they like to see and have control of their hands as a form of 
protection.  Get them to move their hands back to the catcher. It will put the bat in the 
hitting zone longer.  
 
Remember in hitting practice that quality swings are more important than volume. 
Slow things down to focus on mechanics.   
 
Teach your assistants the swing mechanics as well.  
 
Fielding 
 
Safety- Eyes always on the batter. Players should be wearing protective “cups” at this 
point.   
 
Fielding Form – We can improve on the “ready position” and glove positioning 
fielding the ball. Some tips on form: 

 
 Knees bent with wide base 
 Toes pointing forward slightly open with glove hand foot slighting in front of 

right 
 Flat back with glove hand out with palm up 
 Field ball with glove and palm up and throwing hand palm down forming the 

ever popular “alligator”  
 Head down 
 Point to target and throw  

 
We will add to this as the kids get stronger. One common habit kids have at this age 
is that they throw flat footed or even falling backwards sometimes. Teach throwing 



and moving toward the target. We will present games and drills to help with this in 
the practice plans.  
 
Fielding Responsibilities- Teach that each position is responsible for covering a 
certain part of the field. Drill imaginary hits and have them respond accordingly. 
We’ll have drills for this. In coach pitch, introduce fielding responsibilities without 
the ball. Players backing up, cut-offs, covering bases, etc. 
Teaching Positions- Coach pitch is where we really start to teach positions. Some 
basic goals for each position: 
 
1B – Teach footwork near the bag and establishing a big target for the throw. Stretch 
is not necessary (but can be taught to advanced players) but we DO want to teach 
heels on the bag and not standing directly on top.  
 
2B – Teach proper location in the field, serving as the cut-off (sometimes they 
respond better to the “helper”) for balls up the middle or right field, covering the bag 
on balls to left side.  
 
SS – Teach proper location in the field, cut-off responsibilities to left field, covering 
second on balls to right side.  
 
3B – Positioning in the field. Make sure not too deep and not on the bag or line. 
Know when to cover the bag.  
 
OF – Learning angles to the ball and backing up. Finding and hitting cut offs.  
 
C – Showing target, protecting bare hand, covering the plate. 
 
P – General field location.  
 
Base Running - We should start to introduce more advance base running concepts 
while keeping it simple. Some general goals: 
 

 Continue to stress running through first base and to the outfield cut.  
 Teach “banana” turns for extra base hits. 
 Teach touching the inside part of the bag. 
 Teach staying on the bag with pop-up and less than 2 outs.  
 Sliding can also be introduced.  
 

 
 


